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T25 SHOCTOUT
n ltVhen a rider scrawls his John Hancock
on a personal check for $3500 there is no
such thing as a bad bike. He will defend
his choice even if he is getting lapped. Hu-
man nature is a strange ihing. The guy will
be replacing pistons faster than a disc jock-
ey plays records, getting blown away on
short straights, left in the gaie by 39 other
gmys and he will still try to talk his pal into
buying the same brand. Funny, isnt if?

The M)(A wrecking crew understands
brand loyalty-we admirc it, but we are not
driven by it. \Mhen you line up five test
riders and tell them to pick the 125 they
want to race, they scratch, claw and muscle
their way over to the best bike in the class.

No loyalty-not even to each other. A test
rider races a different bike each weekend;
sometimes a diffelent bike flom one moto io
the next. It does not take a sawy rider long
to realize the diffelences between each and
every bike made-MXA test riders have to
take what is given to them and make the
best out of it. They have to iry to win with
what they are handed, and make the most
oui of what their test iron does best (even if
its only plus is that it staris on the first kick).
Being a test rider is not a bowl of cherries-
but it does distingn.rish good from bad.
WHERE WE ARE HEADED

For six months +he MXA wrecking crew
has been riding and racing the '92 I25s at
Carisbad, Perris, L.A. County, Glen Helen
and Sunrise Cycle Parks. They have
switched bikes, swapped parts, turned
clickers, lowered oil heights, won some, lost
some and some got rained out. The result is
a comprchensive look at the'91 l25cc
motocross bikes. We were seeking a clear-
cut winner!

r The fasiest machine is not always the win-
ning machine, and ihat is true in drag rac-
rng, hydroplaning and Formula One as weil
as motocross. \Alhile the fastest bike is not
always the best bike it is a heck of a lot
closer to it than the slowest bike.
WHICH I25 IS THE FASTEST?

The'92 Honda CR125 is so much faster
rari the other l25s that it is almost embar-
rassing. \Mhen the Honda power kicks in
re CR accelerates like it is burning nitro. It
.:ierally shrieks away irom the competition
'r;ith a mi&ange-and-up powerband ihat
sra:rds head and shoulders over the yellow,
white and green brands. As {ast as the
CR125 is, ii is not wi.ihout disadvantages.
The biggest deJicit to the CR's dominance
is that the little Honda is hand io ride. Ii has
a flat spot in the powerband between the
botiom-end and the midrange. Thls dead
spoi causes the CR io fall off ihe pipe be-
lween gears or if the rider gets lazy. To stay

HORSEPO\ATER & TORQUE
WHICH I25IS
mrruost PourEnFr,n?

CR handles:
Honda's chassis is
beginning to show
its age (circa
1973). The front of
the CR turns
quicker than the
rear, especially
when you are
going straight.
Lots of headshake
at speed and rear
end wag under
braking.

l The king of
speed: Honda's
power is hindered
by a small flat spot
between the bot-
tom and mid, but
its sheer quantity
ofhorses from the
mid on up g/osses
over this minor
glitch.
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YZ figures: With-
out making any

geometry changes
Yamaha was able

to improve the
Y2125's handling

over Iast year.
How? lmproved

suspension corn-
ponents tame

down the lanky
feel of the chas-

srs. /ts brggest
plus is high-speed

stability.

The zinger: Yamaha
has reached the

end of the develop-
ment line with the

Y2125 motor. After
five years of trying
to get a top-notch

power out of the
old castings, Yama-

ha needs to re-
group and re-cast.>

of{ the lull in the lower-middle, a Honda
rider has to keep the CR125 mill boilinq.
Ride it hard, keep it pegged and never
back off. It is fast, but hard to ride.
WHICH I25 TI,AS THE BEST
PO\ryffiBAND?

Selecting the best powerband is not the
same as picking the fastest machine. Speed
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and manageability arc not the same thing.
The besi 125 powerband for all o{ the

MXAlesl riders was {ound on the Suzuki
RM125. it had the best mix of usable power,
horsepower spread and responsive pick-up.
It was hard to fall off of ihe RM's nifty little
powerband. \Mhile test riders complained
that the RM was not as {ast as the Honda,

they could use the motor in more situations
than the CR.

Kawasaki has the second most usable
powerband. KX power is well placed, much
more flexible than in'9J. and decidedly
dead center. It picks up cleanly out of turns
and churns through tricky off-camber sec-

tions. Again, ihe test riders didn't believe
that the KX had the sheer grunt to run
head-to.head with the CR, but then no bike
in the i25 class is prepped to drag race the
CR.

For riders frcm intermediate to pro lev-
els, the Honda is the only bike with the
kind o{ power they want. It hiis hard in the
middle and revs to the moon. Pn:s do not
care aboui low-end because they do not
spend any time down there. Do noi think,
however, that the CR is lacking in low-end
power; it is just that ihe low-end is not mat-
ed to the top-end. It will grunt out of a
corner, but the power bogs as it climbs up-
ward. For a fasi rider the bog is no
problem. By keeping the ihrottle pegged
and clutching the CR mill, a talented rider
can make it sing. It is only'92 I25 that
wants to rev.

KTM really deserved to place higher in
the powerband category but the Austrian
built moior had a {ew problems. It had a
very nice low-end to mi&ange transiiion,
and a punchy midrange, but the KTM's
power was muted by poor jetting and bulky
shifting. Test riders wanted more rev.

The Yamaha YZl25 had the narrowest
powerband and was even harder to keep on
the pipe than the CR (in iact, the YZ made
the CR powerband look easy to use). YZ

riders have to keep the throttle pegged in



the meat of the powerband and shift gears
with a rapid-fire delivery. It can run at
competitive speeds, but the rider has to
work hard.
WHICH IS THE STOWEST I25?

Yamaha has the slowest 125 on the track.
No surprise. It was also the slowest 125 in
'91. lVhich is the second slowest? The
KTM, KX and RM are all aboui egual in
speed.
WHICH I25IS THE QUICKEST?

The guickest bike is the one that reponds
best to throttle input. You ask it for more
power and it delivers. The Suzuki RM125 is
the quickest bike in the shooiout. Ii can be
made io jump out of the starting gate with a
{ull wheel advantage almost every time. If
the start is long enough the CRI25 will run
the RM down. The CR could be considered
the quickest 125 (once the bikes are in mo-
tion) because the Honda has the hardest
midrange hlt. From a standing start the RM
is quickest, but at a rolling speeds the CR
is the iackrabbit.
WHICH I25 HAS THE BEST IETTING?

Not the KTM, Yamaha or Honda. The
Suzuki had the best stock jetting. The Hon-
da ran too rich and popped at high
rpm. Yamaha never seemed to have enough
fuel to make it run. KTM uses a Dellorto
carburetor that was way too rich. Kawasaki
was in the ba1lpark, but the RM was spot-
on. For more inJo on jetting, check the
"How io Jet Your Bike'article on page 151.

WHICH I25 WINS THE MOIOR
CATEGORlrc

The test riders only wanted io ride thrce
of the five motors: CR, RM or KX. The first
pick {or the tesi riders, and any rational

motocross racer, is the Honda CR125. Yes,
it is hard to rlde at slow speed, but it is so
fast you would have to really flub lt to go
slow. Suzuki was the second choice of the
test riders. It is a good, usable, well-placed
and aggresslve motor. Not eye-watering

RM carver: On
tight, twisty, tech-
nical tracks the
Suzuki RMl25
shines. No bike
tracks as well
from turn to turn,
jumps higher or
feels lighter. lts
only handling flaw
is a serious case
of St. Vitus dance
at speed,

l The most
responsive: Suzuki
doesn't make the
most horsepower,
but its vibes are so
well placed, usable
and responsive that
the test riders did
not demand more.
That's a first.

iasi, but able to go fast by having almost
perfect power placemeni. The Kawasaki
motor was rated third by every tesi rider.
The KX125 did everything the test riders
asked o{ it, and if it had been faster ozerall
it would have won overall. .
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]UMPS, CORNERS
& TRANSITiONS
WHICII izs
HANDI-ES BEST?

. Handling is the toughest category for an

inexperienced rider to evaluate. Dirt, trac-

tion, speed, suspension and bike setup all
play a major pari in altering a bike's han-

dlinq. The object of the handling
caiegories is to determine ihe specific han-

dling characteristlcs that make each brand

stand out.
WHICH I25 HANDTES THE QUICKEST?

Trying to evaluate quick handling in the

125 class is like trying to judge a dog show

on fleas. All doqs have ihem, and all l25s

handie quickly-but they do noi all handle

the same.
In'92 the Suzuki RM125 is the guickest

handling bike on the track. Thanks io a

well-balanced chassis, ihe RM can nip in-

side a tight iurn without any wander or

drift. It is ihe mosi accurate, and that is

where it shrnes.

Each and every one of ihe remaining '92

l25s is able to turn iight turns, but they ali

have fiaws. Yamaha has managed to get

improved cornering out of the venerable

YZframe but it has a hinged {eeiing The

CRI25 likes to cut inside, but its front wheel

is much more accurate than the rear wheel'

\Vhen you hammer the Honda oui o{ the

inside line ii wants to stand up and {ind
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traction by swinging the rear wheel oui-

ward. KTM is a steer-and'point bike' it
turns tight turns in a mechanical way'

Kawasaki stands oui {rom the pack in that

it is the least adept at making tight iurns'

The slack head angle of the KX makes ii

KX uniqueness:
Kawasaki han-
dling is different
from everything
else on the mar-
ket. The big, sta-
ble and Pre-'
dictable KX favors
wide-open out-
door tracks over
supercross-stY/e
terrain. lt turns
slow, but is suPer
stable.

1 The gruntiest:
Kawasaki built an
extremelY usable
midrange Power-
band that works
across a hroad
range. lt gives uP
power to Honda
and snap to
Suzuki, but for the
majority of riders
it's almost the
pertect motor.

push the front wheel when you try io {orce

it ar'ound a sliPPery inside line'

WHICH I25IS THE MOST
STABTE AT SPEED?

Kawasaki is the easiest bike to go iast on'

It has minimum amount of wiggle, dri{t,



KTM overall: KTM
is a steer-and-

point motorcycle
that goes where

you aim it, but it's
not a natural, free-

flowing and fluid
machine to ride.

Test riders had to
force the KTM to

turn, jump or
carve,

The bank vault:
It's conceivable

that the Austrian
mill churns out
the most mid-

range of any 125
made, but with a

finicky clutch and
roulette wheel

tranny the odds of
unleashing the

Katoom power are
slim. )

T25 SHOOTOUT

shake or twitch. The combinaiion of stable
geometry and top-notch suspension makes
it the bike to ride if you arc going to be
slammrng square-edged bumps at 50
mph-p1us.
WHICH IS THE TWIrcHIEST I25?

There are tracks where test riders wanied
to get oif and walk rather than ride thrcugh
ihe bumps on the Honda and Suzuki. Hon-
da has a reputation for headshake thai is
well deserved. This is a bike thai looks like
it is trying to shake off fleas on the fast
straighis" The Suzuki is a short-coupled
frame that is engineered for qulckness in-
stead of stability. When the Honda staris
shaking its head it is scary but ihe RM's
busyness is only distracting.
WHICH IS THE BEST IUMPER?

Suzukil This bike should come with ma-
ple syrup because it can be pancaked over
anlthing bigger than a short siack.

When asked to choose a bike to jump a
tricky tabletop followed by a double jump
combination, all of the test riders ranked
the '92 l25s in this order: l. Suzukl; 2.
Honda; 3. Kawasaki; 4. Yamaha; 5. KTM.
WHICH I25 HANDTES THE BEST?

Being the quickest is not always a true
measure of which bike handles the best; af-
ter all, the toughest turns on a race track
are oJten ihe high-speed sweepers, or is
thai deep berms? Of{-cambers? Slick
turns? Switchbacks? You get the piciure.

So ihe bike that handles the quick and
tight stuf{ the best is not necessarily the
best overall bike, but in ihe case o{ the'92
125s, it is. Suzuki has the best combination
of turning traits. They have designed a han-
dling package that wants to keep the
wheels under the rider. In most cases the
test riders felt that ihe RM was the most ac-
curate and prcdictable of the bikes in the
iurns. With the exception of iiqht turns, the
Kawasaki KXl25 was a close runner-up.
Thanks to its stability, the KX is outstanding
on flat corners, fast bends and bumpy
turns. If it could iuck inside it would be the
best.

Yamaha is third in the handling category,
aithough as we began to get more and
more power out of our hopped-up YZmotor
the previously {aultless YZ handling began
to deteriorate. it must be true ihat the slow-
er a bike is, the better it handles.

The Honda and KTM raied at the back of
ihe group in overall handling. The Hondas
poor per{ormance may come as a surprise
to riders who think that ihe fastest bike is
the best bike-not truel The CR wags the
rear end going into bumpy corners, flat-
tracks ihe rear wheel coming out of smooth
turns and dribbles the back of the bike on
bumpy straights. Ii is a bike wiih too much
motor for the current chassis.
WHICH I25 HANDTES BEST?

If you arc keeping a scorecand you can
give the power category to Honda and the
handling category to Suzuki. o
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125 SHOOTOUT

Honda cRl25: "Damn the whoops! Full speed ahead!" is the motto of 1992 Honda
CRl25 riders. With the strongest mo tor and the weakest susp ension, riding the little
red (make that pink) Honda is the roller coaster ride of the 125 class'

KawasakiKXl2S:EverytestriderfeltthattheKXl2S'ssuperb suspension andstable
chassis are pluses that are hard to ignore. There are stronger motors and quicker
frames, but none are more confidence-inspiring in the rough stuff.

wheels on the ground. For'92 all {ive of ihe
125s have new, revised and revalved sus-

pension components. Which ones work
best?
WHICH I25 HAS THE BEST FORKS?

No contesi! Kawasaki has ihe best com-
bination of spring rate, damping, valvlng,
stiflness and design. These are buy-'em-
and-race-'em forks. The test riders strug-
qled with all of the other forks, but not wiih
the KX units. Very good front suspension.

WHICH I25 HAS THE WOBST FORKS?
It is cruel to come straighi out and rake

the work o{ a frok engineer over the coals

r Suspension is where ihe manufacturers
have begun to place the majority of their
emphasis. \Mhite Power (KTM), Kayaba
(Yamaha, Kawasaki and ihe rear of Honda)
and Showa (Suzuki and the front of Honda)
want to make suspension that keeps the
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KTM 125: There hasn't been a dominant
European-built 125 in almost 20 years.
There still isn't. KTM has managed to
produce a competitive midrange power'
band that is hampered by its chassis,
brakes, suspension, shifting and clutch.
What's left?

without first stating that all of the'92 forks
can be made better with careful setup. The
degrce to which you do your own testing
on spring rates and oil heights wlll deter-
mlne how well your bikes forks work. That
said, we felt that the Suzuki RMI25 forks
were the second best forks in the 125

shootout. Every test rider Ieli that they
could race both the KX or RM forks without
worry.

Yamaha was a decent thinC piace. The
stock spring rate is too sofi, the spring
preload is too much and the oil height too
hiqh, but even with these flaws the YZ {orks

work adeguately. We would opt for the next
stiffest sprlng and an oi1 heiqht somewhere
below IlSmm. KTM's \Mhite Power forks
were vastly improved over last season, but
they still rank {ourih behind ihe KX, RM
and YZ.

That leaves Honda. 'Iest riders felt that
they could qet the CR125 forks to work by
switching to the stlffer 0.38 kqlmm spring,
lowering the oil height io 135mm, setting
the compression on six clicks out and the
rebound on 14 clicks. Even with all ol ihese

changes the CR {orks still lacked the plush-

ness of the KX's Kayabas.
WHICH I25 HAS THE BEST SHOCK?

Kawasaki wins again. How did the test

riders rate rear shocks? L Kawasaki; 2.

Suzuki; 3. Yamaha; 4. KTM; 5. Honda.
WHO HAS THE BEST OVERALT
SUSPENSION?

It doesnt take creative bookkeeping to
add up the results of the suspension
shootoui. \Mhen it comes to box-stock,



race-ready, showrcom suspension, the'92
Kawasaki KX125 is the kins of the tiddlers.
The KX has the best forks, shock, spring
.rates and damping. Kawasaki also has the
besi suspension in the 250 class, which is a
surprise because they were poorly rated in
the 250 suspension category. Yamaha is
thlrd, with KTM and Honda {ollowing.
ANE YOU KEEPING SCONE?

Let us see: Honda won the "Power

Category." Suzuki won the "Handling
Category." Kawasaki won the "Suspension
Categoryl'Thai is three dif{erent test areas
and three different winners. .

r A bike is more than just horsepower, han-
dling and suspension. It is a combination of
the working relationship of 12,000 individu-
al part numbers. That means that a fast
bike cannot possibly win if the clutch does
not work. A great-handling bike will be at
the back of the pack if it will not stop and
the beslsuspended chassis is a waste
without a prcdictable transmission.
WHICH 250 HAS THE BEST BRAKES?

Honda is so lar ahead of the competition
in the brake department that the other
manufacturers should be embarrassed.
Honda not oniy stops on a dime, but it
never needs anything more than once-a-
year maintenance. Foolprcof and
trouble-free.

In second place in the brake department
is Suzuki-and it is far below Honda in
overall feel and modulation, with Yamaha
close behind in third.

Suzuki RMl25: What word best describes the 1992 RMl25? How about uwiry?" lt's
lean, strong, quick and agile. It depends on fast hands more than the big punch. No
matter how you cut it, the Suzook delivers a knockout to the competition.

Yamaha Y2125: Yamaha has built a bike that demands the rider's full attention.
Handling, suspension and layout are first-rate, but to go fast on the Why-Zed you have
to go-for-bioke and concentrate on keeping the narrow powerband on the bubble.

Kawasaki and KTM have passable
brakes, but they really need to learn a les-
son from Honda's powerful, aggressive,
easy-to-use, fingertip pucker power.
WHICH I25 HAS THE BEST CtUrcH?

KTM has the worst clutch, so bad that it
would be overstressed handling the power
of a minioycle. Yamaha has a sponqy {eel,
and because of the tricky power delivery of
the YZl25 motor the YZ clutch tends to lose
modulation during the heat of battle. The
KX and RM clutches have very light lever
pull, bui they tend to get vague during a
long moto.

IMhich one ls left? The winner! The Hon-
da CRi25 clutch not only has a light pull,
but the lever e{fort is consistent, the clutch
release predictable and the CR's durability
top-notch.
WHO HAS THE BEST SHIFTING?

If you think we are going to slay Honda,
you are right. Honda has the besi shifting.
Suzuki and Kawasaki are second.and thlrd.
Yamaha, which used to have the worst shift-
ing in the 125 class, has been eclipsed by
the reluctant KTM gearbox. \Mhile the
Yamaha misses the upshift to thirrC on occa-
sion, the KTM only makes it on occasion. .
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125 SHOOTOUT

HOWDO T,HE t99l
l25s RATE?

r Every one of these five bikes can be
hrrned into a winner in the right hands. IJ

you are a loyal Honda, Suzuki, Yamaha,
Kawasaki or KTM rider you can buy one
with a clear conscience. The M)(A test crew
does not want to tel1 you what bike to buy.
Test riders spend most of their time racing
bikes that are not their favorites-they do
not just roll over and lose the race because
they arc noi on their personal pick. They
ride hard, use the bikes best traits, cover
up its worst and, surprisingly, sometimes
the bike the test riders hate the most is the
one they win on. Thai is racing.

No one is satisfied with a shootout unless
it takes names and hands out citations. We
have no qualms about raiing the'92 125s.

The stable: Keeping the MXA test b,kes in pertect order is a full-time job, but this year's
stable was the mosl retiable and trouble-f ree in the history of shootouts (and that's a
long time).

That said, lhe MXA test riders want to give
you ihree choices for the '92 season. Tirke
noie: There is only one winner, but for
specific riders or extraonCinary conditions
there are two other bikes that deserve at-
tention.
FAST IS AS FAST DOES

No MXA test rider believed that the'92
Honda CR125 was the best 125 in the
shooiout-it is notl Yet every test rider knew
that it was the fastest 125, by a large mar-
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gin. Therc are tracks where ihe CR speed
rush makes a big diffelence, and in those
circumstances the test riders felt that giving
up first-class suspension and stable han-
dling was worth it.

The'92 Honda CR125 is the perfect bike
{or a rider who wants to hang on and ham-
mer. You will not {inesse anyone in the S-

turns, gobble them up through the whoops
or blow by them on the rough parts o{ the
track, but when the track is high-speed and

relatively smooth you will vacuum their
shorts off on your way past. If you want the
{astest bike on the track-ride a CR125.
SMOOTH AS SIIK

The'92 Kawasaki KX125 did not win the
MXA shooloul, although there are tesi
riders who believed that it should have.

Why did ii not win? It was a big, slow-
turning tiddler that produced a decent
amount o{ power, but was noi at ihe head of
the class in quickness, brakes, speed or
cluich. On the other hand, the KX was the
easiest bike to ride in the test, and itssus-
pension prowess meant thai you could put
it places that most of the oiher l25s did not
want to go.

The'92 Kawasaki KX125 is the perfect
bike for beginner, novice and inier-
mediate-level riders who arc tired o{ stug-
gling with twitchy, poorly suspended bikes
with narnrw powerbands. It is easier to
make the KX motor into a rocket ship than
it is to make ihe other bikes' suspension as
good as the KX's. Kawasaki's suspension
and stabllity make it the bike to ride when
the going is rough.
KING OF THE 1992 l25s

So who wins? That's obvious. The best
125 in 1992 is the Suzuki RM125. True, it's
not the fastest, but every test rider believed
that the all-arcund usabihty of the RMl25
more than made up for that.

The 1992 Suzuki RM125 is the besl
balanced package on the irack. We were
impressed with its rcliability (a Suzuki
bugaboo in the past), overall handling
(only its lwitchiness was disconcerting),
pleasant power (although it's noi a'Iop Fuel

&agster), quality suspension (therds no
shame in finishing second to Kawasaki in
1992) and lightness (the RM feels feathery).
The RMt25 wins because it does what a

motocross bike is supposed to do-
everything! n


